
WASH: RP1 In!atatopia Collaborative Teams
Non-Representational inflatable/interactive forms inspired by different versions of 
reality {theme from our common reader book, Ready Player One}

TEAM ONE:    TEAM TWO:
{R} of LDB    {L} of LDB
Travion     Laura
Victoria     Armando
Emily S.     Julie
Adrian      Brock
Ugne     David H.

TEAM THREE: {R}LSC grass area  TEAM FOUR: {L} LSC grass
Jessica                    Emily B.
RayeLynn         Luke
Kendra         Channing
Vivian         Cisco
Charisma         T-Jay
Marlon         Nathan

   TEAM FIVE: side of LSC
   David C.
   Derek
   Oasha
   Josh
   Andrew
   Sergio      
 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Collaborative TEAMS:
Introduce yourself & note everyones responses to the collaborative questions below:
{take notes in VJ}
:: how do you define collaboration?
:: what scares you about this collaborative process? 
:: what are you each good at? 
:: how do you communicate? {exchange numbers, emails}
:: how do you handle conflict or stress?
:: how can your team set up boundaries & a plan to be successful?
:: does anyone on your team need to clear the air about something...avoid tension building 
situations, be KIND.
:: how will you divide collaborative roles/responsibilities?
:: what does the conceptual focus {different versions of reality} mean to you?
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Review the assignment & deadlines {on the board}
Review your ideas/models & your location {given today} !!! This will take time & will need to 
be done outside of studio time. RESEARCH what has been done before {techniques} & think 
about doing something BETTER & totally DIFFERENT

During our class LSC Mall Area visit {bring VJ + camera+ measuring tape}
We will travel to the LSC area as a WASH group & return as a group to WASH at:___________.
:: take measurements, photos
:: create a detailed map of your space {grass/sidewalks, outlets, tree roots, buildings Your 
form should be thoughtfully installed on this space {on the grass} 
:: Where is traffic flow? Where should the entrance be? power outlets/alternatives {how far away 
are they? BE SPECIFIC. DETAILED notes/measurements will be needed.
:: placement of form what are the height/width/ length restrictions? GOTTA KNOW YOUR SPACE, 
so you can plan your form!
Record all research and planning in your visual journal & photos in your digital journal

This is NOT a carnival; no food; no music; no lights; nothing other than plastic/air {cinderblocks  
wrapped in plastic can be used to hold down the form...that is it!}
ONLY fused plastic & air. Be thoughtful.

DUE at the start of WASH at 1:30pm {W: October 29th} 
TEAM Elevator Pitch
Your team will formally give me your elevator pitch, in which the entire team explains {and tries 
to SELL ME on your idea, plan. use of assigned location, form and all of it}
I want to see ALL team members participating in the elevator pitch {6-8 minutes} visuals, both 
in model, maps, drawings, budgets, pdf presentation and calendars. You may use the projector 
and laptops, if you would like. Please save all files as PDF documents. And provide any digital 
items on a JUMP DRIVE. SELL ME ON YOUR IDEA.
Please address ALL of the following components in team elevator pitch:
Material Budget {break it down}
Material List {break it down}
Map Breakdown {exactly where, from several angles, visual aids}
Work Schedule {calendar breakdown, meetings, timeline}
Formal Themes {what will it look like-inside/out, think ELEMENT & PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN, 
model, enter+exit, how will it be made, how will it be placed within location}
Functional Issues {fans, heating elements, at least three people inside, wind, cords, how will it 
inflate for the whole time}
Conceptual Themes & use of RP1 theme? {how are you addressing the conceptual theme? 
both inside & outside of form?  how does the form support this idea?}
CreateTwo NEW Models-Visually what will this thing look like {I want to see a 2d rendering/
drawing{s} of your plan AND a 3d model {you can use paper/cardboard/plastic, it is your 
choice} I need to be able to visually understand what is happening-entrance/exit/fan location}
What will you be bringing on the day of {who will bring what? emergency items, how will you 
trouble shoot problems on site}
How will you as a team talk to the public on day of {explain your project? mini-elevator 
pitches to the public?}
Collaborative Roles {who will be doing what, both in elevator pitch and in the entire project, 
what have you learned about each other as a team?}

All team members must be present for the elevator pitch, this will be graded so you need to make sure 
that the responsibilities are clearly divided up. Practice, bring notes, divide up responsibilities, be 
prepared. The more research/planning and thought you put into this elevator pitch, the stronger your 
work will be and the smoother your overall team collaboration experience will be.
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